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ABSTRACT
Recent research provides evidence for the presence of emergent se-
mantics in collaborative tagging systems. While several methods
have been proposed, little is known about the factors that influence
the evolution of semantic structures in these systems. A natural hy-
pothesis is that the quality of the emergent semantics depends on
the pragmatics of tagging: Users with certain usage patterns might
contribute more to the resulting semantics than others. In this work,
we propose several measures which enable apragmaticdifferenti-
ation of taggers by their degree of contribution to emergingseman-
tic structures. We distinguish betweencategorizers, who typically
use a small set of tags as a replacement for hierarchical classifica-
tion schemes, anddescribers, who are annotating resources with
a wealth of freely associated, descriptive keywords. To study our
hypothesis, we apply semantic similarity measures to 64 different
partitions of a real-world and large-scale folksonomy containing
different ratios of categorizers and describers. Our results not only
show that ‘verbose’ taggers are most useful for the emergence of
tag semantics, but also that a subset containing only 40 % of the
most ‘verbose’ taggers can produce results that match and even
outperform the semantic precision obtained from the whole dataset.
Moreover, the results suggest that there exists a causal link between
the pragmatics of tagging and resulting emergent semantics. This
work is relevant for designers and analysts of tagging systems inter-
ested (i) in fostering the semantic development of their platforms,
(ii) in identifying users introducing “semantic noise”, and (iii) in
learning ontologies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [Information Systems]: Models and Principles—Human in-
formation processing; H.1.m [Information Systems]: Models and
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Principles; H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Online
Information Services—Web-based services; H.5.3 [Information In-
terfaces and Presentation]: Group and Organization Interfaces—
Collaborative computing, Web-based interaction
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1. INTRODUCTION
Folksonomies are the core data structure of collaborative tagging

systems. They are large-scale bodies of lightweight annotations
provided by their user communities. Clearly, every user is follow-
ing his own terminology and is only willing to a very small extent
(if at all) to follow any naming conventions. Nevertheless,there is
evidence for the presence of emergent semantics in such collabo-
rative tagging systems, mainly based on tags and the folksonom-
ical relationships between them [8, 39]. While several methods
have achieved promising results for capturing emergent semantics
in folksonomies (e. g., [7, 26, 36, 33, 19]), little is known about the
factors that influence the evolution of semantics in these systems.

A natural hypothesis is that emergentsemanticsin folksonomies
are influenced by thepragmaticsof tagging, i. e., the tagging prac-
tices of individuals: users with certain usage patterns (cf. [14])
might contribute more to the resulting semantics than others. For
example: one may assume that users who follow an ‘ontology-
engineering style’ of tagging — i. e., users who try to maintain
a “clean vocabulary” with no redundancy – contribute more tothe
structure of a folksonomy, which is blurred by other users who are
not following this approach. However, we will show in this paper
that this isnot the case.

To this end, we will distinguish between two types of users ina
folksonomy, calledcategorizersanddescribers, following the ap-
proach in [34]. Categorizers typically use a well-defined set of tags
as a replacement for hierarchical classification schemes, while de-
scribers are annotating resources with a wealth of freely associated,
descriptive keywords. We use a number of measures focused on
capturing tagging pragmatics and approximating the membership



of a user to either of the two types. Thesepragmaticmeasures
will be used to partition a tagging dataset into subsets on which we
applysemanticmeasures [7] in order to study potential effects of
tagging pragmatics on tag semantics.

Our results not only show that particular users contribute more
to emerging semantics than others, but also that the “collaborative
verbosity” of a fraction ofdescriberscan achieve and even outper-
form semantic precision levels obtained from the entire dataset. In
summary, our results suggest that a key factor for users to beeffec-
tive contributors to aggregated semantic structures is their tagging
verbosity. In addition, our work provides first empirical evidence
that the emergent semantics of tags in folksonomies are influenced
by the pragmatics of tagging, i. e., the tagging practices ofindivid-
ual users.

The results of this work are relevant for researchers who want to
analyze folksonomies for ontology learning purposes. For exam-
ple, users who introduce “semantic noise” and hinder the semantic
evolution can be identified and excluded from the data based on
pragmatic measures that capture individual tagging stylesof users.
The proposed methods can also be used to improve and inform the
design of ontology learning algorithms.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we provide an
overview about folksonomies and their emergent tag semantics.
Section 3 deals with measures aimed at capturing different aspects
of tagging pragmatics. This is followed by section 4 covering the
semantic implications of tagging pragmatics in which we describe
the conducted experiments and present a discussion of our results.
Subsequently we give an overview of the related work (section 5).
We discuss our results in the context of ontology learning and re-
lated tasks in section 6, where we also point to future work.

2. EMERGENT TAG SEMANTICS
Since the advent of folksonomies as a part of the “Web 2.0”

paradigm, large corpora of human-annotated content have attracted
the interest of researchers from different disciplines. Inparticu-
lar, there has been the early idea to study the semantics of folk-
sonomies, e. g., work by Mika [30] or Golder and Huberman [14].
Later, more and more approaches arose to “harvest” the seman-
tics of a folksonomy (see the section on related work for details).
In many of these approaches, distributional measures were used
to infer semantic relations among tags. However, in most cases
the choice of these measures was done on a rather ad-hoc basis
without a deeper knowledge of the semantic characteristicsof each
measure. A first systematic analysis whichkind of semantic rela-
tions are returned by different measures was done by us in [7,26].
The semantic grounding procedure presented there confirms the as-
sumption that distributional tag relatedness measures arean appro-
priate means to capture the emerging semantic structures between
tags in folksonomies. As our presented analysis makes strongly use
of this work, we recall it here in greater detail.

2.1 Folksonomy model
In the following we will use the definition of folksonomy pro-

vided in [21]:

Definition A folksonomyis a tupleF := (U, T, R, Y ) whereU ,
T , andR are finite sets, whose elements are calledusers, tagsand
resources, respectively.Y is a ternary relation between them, i. e.,
Y ⊆ U × T ×R. The elementsy ∈ Y are calledtag assignments
(TAS). A post is a triple(u, Tur, r) with u ∈ U , r ∈ R, and a
non-empty setTur := {t ∈ T ∣ (u, t, r) ∈ Y }.

Furthermore, we denote the (tag)vocabularyof a user asTu :=
{t ∈ T ∣ ∃r : (u, t, r) ∈ Y }. This represents the set of distinct

tags a user has used at least once. Analogously we defineRu :=
{r ∈ R ∣ ∃t : (u, t, r) ∈ Y } as the set of resources a given user
has tagged.

2.2 Semantic grounding of tag relatedness
measures

As stated above, the notion of tag relatedness is a crucial aspect
of emerging semantics in folksonomies. One way of defining itis
to map the tags to a thesaurus or lexicon like Roget’s thesaurus1

or WordNet [12],2 and to measure relatedness by means of existing
semantic measures. Another option is to define measures of related-
ness directly on the network structure of the folksonomy. A reason
why distributional measures in folksonomies are used in addition to
mapping tags to a thesaurus is the observation that the vocabulary
of folksonomies often includes community-specific terms that are
not included in lexical resources.

In our previous work [7] we identified several possibilitiesto
measure tag relatedness directly in a folksonomy. Most of them
use statistical information about different types ofco-occurrence
between tags, resources and users. Other approaches adopt thedis-
tributional hypothesis[13, 17], which states that words found in
similar contexts tend to be semantically similar.

More specifically we have analyzed five measures for the relat-
edness of tags: theco-occurrence count, three context measures
which capture distributional information by computing thecosine
similarity [32] in the vector spaces spanned by users, tags, and re-
sources, andFolkRank[21], a graph-based measure that is an adap-
tation of PageRank to folksonomies.

We observed in our experiments in [7] that the tag and resource
context measures performed best, by comparing them to thesaurus-
based measures based on WordNet. This indicates that the dis-
tributional hypothesis [13, 17] does not only influence the human
judgment of semantic similarity [29], but also folksonomy-based
distributional measures. To provide a semantic grounding of our
folksonomy-based measures, we mapped the tags of a large-scale
del.icio.us dataset to synsets of WordNet and used the semantic re-
lations of WordNet to infer corresponding semantic relations in the
folksonomy. In WordNet, we measured the similarity by usinga
similarity measure (JCN from here on) by Jiang and Conrath [23]
that has been validated in previous user studies and applications [5].

We discovered that the context measure based on cosine similar-
ity in a vector space that is spanned by the tags yielded an almost
optimal performance at an acceptable level of computational com-
plexity. This distributional measure is defined as follows.

The Tag Context Similarity (TagCont) is computed in the vector
spaceℝT , where, for tagt, the entries of the vector⃗vt ∈ ℝ

T are de-
fined byvtt′ := w(t, t′) for t ∕= t′ ∈ T , where the weightw is the
co-occurrence count , andvtt = 0. The reason for giving weight
zero between a node and itself is that we want two tags to be con-
sidered related when they occur in a similar context, and notwhen
they occur together. TagCont is determined by using the cosine
measure, a measure customary in Information Retrieval [32]: If two
tagst1 andt2 are represented by⃗v1, v⃗2 ∈ ℝ

T , their cosine similar-
ity is defined as:cossim(t1, t2) := cos∡(v⃗1, v⃗2) =

v⃗1⋅v⃗2
∣∣v⃗1∣∣2⋅∣∣v⃗2∣∣2

.

The cosine similarity is thus independent of the length of the vec-
tors. As in our case the vectors contain only positive entries, its
value ranges from0 (for totally orthogonal vectors) to1 (for vec-
tors pointing into the same direction).

By studying the taxonomic path lengths in WordNet and the
number of up and down edges on the paths, we further observed

1http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/22
2http://wordnet.princeton.edu



that pairs of tags which had been determined as closest pairsac-
cording to the cosine measure and which had a path distance of2
in WordNet were significantly more frequently siblings3 in Word-
Net than pairs determined with other measures. This impliedthat
even if the cosine measure was not able to provide an immediate
synonym, it still often provided a similar tag which was on anequal
level of abstraction.

In [26] we have studied further measures of tag relatedness.We
discovered there that mutual information gain is yielding even more
precise results. However, the quadratic complexitymakes afre-
quent application to numerous large-scale folksonomy subsets (as
needed in our case) infeasible. Given that TagCont has been proven
to make meaningful judgements of semantic tag relatedness (as
shown in [7]), we use it in the remainder of this paper as a mea-
sure for emergent tag semantics.

To complement the presented semantic measures, the next sec-
tion will introduce and discuss measures aimed at capturingprag-
matic aspects of tagging.

3. PRAGMATICS OF TAGGING
In addition to research on emergent semantics in folksonomies,

the research community has developed an interest in usage patterns
of tagging, such as why and how users tag. Early work by for ex-
ample Golder and Huberman [14], and later Marlow et al [27], has
identified different usage patterns among users. Further work pro-
vides evidence that different tagging systems afford different tag
usage and motivations [18, 16]. More recent work shows that even
within the same tagging system, motivation for tagging between
individual users varies greatly [34]. These observations have led
to the formulation of the hypothesis that theemergent properties of
tags in tagging systems — and their usefulness for differenttasks —
are influenced by pragmatic aspects of tagging[18]. If this was the
case, different tagging practices and motivations would effect the
processes that yield emergent semantics. This would mean that in
order to assess the usefulness of methods for harvesting semantics
from folksonomies, we would need to know whether these methods
produce similar results across different user populationscharacter-
ized by different tagging practices and driven by differentmotiva-
tions for tagging. Given these implications, it is interesting to ex-
plore whether and how emergent semantics of tags are influenced
by the pragmatics of tagging.

3.1 Tagging motivation
Previous work such as [27, 16] and [18] suggests that a distinc-

tion between at least two types of user motivations for tagging is
interesting: On one hand, users can be motivated by categorization
(in the following calledcategorizers). These users view tagging as
a means to categorize resources according to some (shared orper-
sonal) high-level conceptualizations. They typically usea rather
elaborated tag set to construct and maintain a navigationalaid to
the resources for later browsing. On the other hand, users who are
motivated by description (so calleddescribers) view tagging as a
means to accurately and precisely describe resources. These users
tag because they want to produce annotations that are usefulfor
later searching and retrieval. Developing a personal, consistent on-
tology to navigate to their resources is not their goal. Table 1 gives
an overview of characteristics of the two different types ofusers,
based on [34]. While these two types make an ideal distinction,
tagging in the real world is likely to be motivated by a combination
of both. A user might maintain a few categories while pursuing a
description approach for the majority of resources and viceversa,

3An example for this are the tags ‘java’ and ‘python’.

Table 1: Two Types of Taggers
Categorizer Describer

Goal of Tagging later browsing later retrieval
Change of Tag Vocabulary costly cheap
Size of Tag Vocabulary limited open
Tags subjective objective

or additional categories might be introduced over time. Second,
the distinction between categorizers and describers is a distinction
based on the pragmatics of tagging, and not related to tag seman-
tics. One implication of that is that it would be perfectly plau-
sible for the same tag (for example “java”) to be used by both
describers and categorizers, and serve both functions at the same
time — for different users. In other words, the same tag mightbe
used as a category or a descriptive label. Thereby tagging pragmat-
ics represent an additional perspective on folksonomical data, and
yet it can be expected to have effects on the emergent semantics of
tags. For example, it is reasonable to assume that the tags produced
by describers are more descriptive than tags produced by catego-
rizers. If this was the case, algorithms focused on utilizing tags for
ontology learning would benefit from knowledge about the users’
motivation for tagging.

3.2 Measures of tagging pragmatics
Because the motivation behind tagging is difficult to measure

without direct interaction with users, we use this distinction as an
inspiration for the definition of the following surrogate measures
for pragmatic aspects of tagging only.

3.2.1 Vocabulary size

vocab(u) = ∣Tu∣ (1)

The vocabulary size(as proposed by for example [14] or [27])
reflects the number of tags found in a user’s tag vocabularyTu.
Describers would likely produce an open set of tags with a unlim-
ited and dynamic tag vocabulary while categorizers would try to
keep their vocabulary limited and would need far fewer tags.A
deficit of this measure is that it does not reflect on the total number
of annotated resources, which are considered in the next measure.

3.2.2 Tag/resource ratio (trr)

trr(u) =
∣Tu∣

∣Ru∣
(2)

This measure relates the vocabulary size with the total number of
annotated resources. Taggers who use lots of different tagsfor their
resources would score higher values for this measure than users that
use fewer tags. Due to the limited vocabulary, a categorizerwould
likely achieve a lower score on this measure than a describerwho
employs a theoretically unlimited vocabulary. The equation above
shows the formula used for this calculation whereRu represents
the resources which were annotated by a useru. What this measure
does not reflect on is the average number of assigned tags per post.
This is considered next.

3.2.3 Average tags per post (tpp)

tpp(u) =

r
∑

∣Tur∣

∣Ru∣
(3)



This measure quantifies how many tags a user applies to a resource
on average. Taggers who usually apply lots of tags to their re-
sources get higher scores by this measure than users who use few
tags during the annotation process. Describers would scorehigh
values for this measure because of their need for detailed and ver-
bose tagging. In contrast categorizers would score lower values
because they try to annotate their resources in an efficient way.

3.2.4 Orphan ratio

orpℎan(u) =
∣T o

u ∣

∣Tu∣
, T o

u = {t∣∣R(t)∣ ≤ n}, n =

⌈

∣R(tmax)∣

100

⌉

(4)
As a final measure, we introduce theorphan ratioof users to cap-
ture the degree to which users produceorphaned tags. Orphaned
tags are tags that users assign to just a few resources. Theorphan
ratio thus captures the percentage of items in a user’s vocabulary
that represent such orphaned tags.T o

u denotes the set of orphaned
tags in a user’s tag vocabularyTu (based on a thresholdn). The
thresholdn is derived from each user’s individual tagging style in
which tmax denotes the tag that was used the most.∣R(t)∣ de-
notes the number of resources which are tagged with tagt by user
u. The measure ranges from 0 to 1 where a value of 1 identifies
users with lots of orphaned tags and 0 identifies users who main-
tain a more consistent vocabulary. Considering the categorizer -
describer paradigm this would mean that categorizers tend more
towards values of 0 because orphaned tags would introduce noise
to their personal taxonomy. For a describer’s tag vocabulary, this
measure would produce values closer to 1 due to the fact that de-
scribers tag resources in a verbose and descriptive way, anddo not
mind the introduction of orphaned tags to their vocabulary.

3.3 Properties of measures
While these measures of tagging pragmatics were inspired bythe

dichotomy between categorizers and describers, we do not require
them to accurately capture this distinction. Another aspect is that
these measures might not only capture intrinsic user characteristics,
but can also be influenced by e.g. elements of user interfaces(such
as recommenders). What is important in the light of our hypothesis
is that all of the above measures are independent of semantics—
they captureusage patternsof tagging (the pragmatics of tagging)
only. This allows us to explore a potential link between tagging
pragmatics and the emergent semantics of tags.

4. SEMANTIC IMPLICATIONS OF
TAGGING PRAGMATICS

As detailed in Sec. 2.2, the distributional hypothesis states that
words used in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings. As
tags in a folksonomy can be regarded as natural language entities, a
crucial question is how to identify an adequate context for capturing
their semantics. However, given the massive amounts of dataavail-
able in social tagging systems, the question is not only to identify a
valid context, but also to identify theminimalcontext which retains
the relevant structures while allowing for efficient computation. As
human annotators are the creators of implicit semantic structures,
an important aspect hereby is which users should be includedin
an optimal context composition. Following our discussion in the
prior section, our hypothesis is that individual tagging pragmatics
can play an important role for selecting “productive” users. The
question is whether the categorizers — who follow the ontology
engineering principle of a clean vocabulary — or the describers —
who provide more descriptions to their resources — are the more

Table 2: del.icio.us dataset statistics.
dataset ∣T ∣ ∣U∣ ∣R∣ ∣Y ∣
full 10,000 511,348 14,567,465 117,319,016
min100res 9,944 100,363 12,125,476 96,298,409
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Figure 1: Distribution of the membership scores for each
introduced measure of tagging motivation (orphan ratio,
tag/resource ratio, tags per post and vocabulary size), com-
puted for the 100,393 users present in our del.icio.us dataset
(x-axis). Values close to 0 on the y-axis indicate strong catego-
rizers, while values close to one 1 point to describer users.All
measures were normalized to the interval[0, 1].

“productive” ones.
In order to answer this question, our strategy is to analyze the

suitability of each of our previously introduced pragmaticmeasures
to assemble a (preferentially small) subset of users which provides
a sufficient context to harvest emergent tag semantics. The gen-
eral idea hereby is to start at both ends of the scale with the “ex-
treme” categorizers and describers, and then to subsequently add
more users (in the order given by the respective measure). Ineach
step, we check how well the folksonomy partition defined by the
current user subset serves as a basis to compute semantically related
tags. For the latter, we revert to the tag context relatedness measure
that has shown to produce valid results (cf. Sec. 2). The assumption
hereby is that this TagCont measure will yield more closely related
tags when better implicit semantic structures are present.Hence,
this whole procedure allows us to assess the quality of the emer-
gent semantics and finally the degree to which tagging pragmatics
have influenced its evolution.

4.1 Experiments
The goal of our experiments is to quantify the influence of in-

dividual tagging practices on emergent tag semantics in a folkson-
omy. We will first provide details on our dataset and then explain
each experimentation step before discussing the results.

4.1.1 Description of the dataset
In order to validate our hypothesis on real-world data, we used

a dataset crawled from the social bookmarking system del.icio.us in
November 2006.4 In total, data from 667,128 users of the del.icio.us
community were collected, comprising 2,454,546 tags, 18,782,132
resources, and 140,333,714 tag assignments. As our experimen-
tal methodology involves the comparison with semanticallyrelated
tags obtained from the full dataset, we need to ensure that the qual-
ity of those is high. Because the applied tag relatedness measure
is based on the co-occurrence of tags with other tags, the inherent
4All data sets used in this study are publicly available at http://
www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/benz/papers/2010/www.html



sparseness of infrequent tags makes them less useful for ourpur-
pose. Hence, we stick to our dataset containing the 10,000 most
frequent tags of del.icio.us, and to the resources/users that have
been associated with at least one of those tags. We will referto the
resulting folksonomy as thefull dataset (see Table 2).

In order to eliminate noise introduced by our measures misjudg-
ing new users, we furthermore removed all users having less than
100 resources in their collection. The reason behind this isthat
e. g., the tag/resource ratio is not very informative in the case of a
new user with very few resources. Interestingly, our resultshows
that removing this “long tail” of new (or inactive) users already in-
creases the quality of the learned semantic relations. Details of this
observation will be discussed in Section 4.3. We will denotethe
resulting dataset asmin100res(see Table 2).

4.1.2 Experimental setup
In order to assess the capability of each of our measures to pre-

dict “productive” users, we followed an incremental approach: For
each of our measuresm ∈ {orphan,vocab,trr,tpp}, we first created
a list Lm of all usersu ∈ U sorted in ascending order according
tom(u). All our measures yield low values for categorizers, while
giving high scores to describers. This means that e.g. the first user
in the orphan ratio list (denoted asLorphan[1]) is assumed to be the
most extreme categorizer, while the last one (Lorphan[k], k = ∣U ∣) is
assumed to be the most extreme describer. Figure 1 depicts the ob-
tained distribution of membership scores for each ordered listLtpp,
Ltrr , Lorphan andLvocab. An observation which can be made in this
figure is that the distribution of theorpℎan measure differs clearly
from the other three measures. This implies that the orphan ratio
seems to be able to make more fine-grained distinction between
users. However, our results did not exhibit a positive impact on
the resulting semantics; rather contrary, the orphan ratioperforms
often worse than the other measures (see section 4.2 for details).

Because we are interested in the minimum amount of users needed
to provide a valid context, we start at both ends ofL and extract
two folksonomy partitionsCFm

1 andDFm
1 based on 1% of the

“strongest” categorizers (Catm1 = {Lm[i] ∣ i ≤ 0.01 ⋅ ∣U ∣})
and describers (Descm1 = {Lm[i] ∣ i ≥ 0.99 ⋅ ∣U ∣}). CFm

1 =
(CUm

1 , CTm
1 , CRm

1 , CY m
1 ) is then the sub-folksonomy ofF in-

duced byCatm1 , i. e., it is obtained byCUm
1 := Catm1 , CY m

1 :=
{(u, t, r) ∈ Y ∣u ∈ Catm1 }, CTm

1 := �2(CY m
1 ), andCRm

1 :=
�3(CY m

1 ). The sub-folksonomyDFm
1 is determined analogously.

As a next step, we took the first extracted partitionCFm
1 as in-

put to extract semantic tag relations, in the way described in Sec-
tion 2.2. We check whether the data produced by a very small sub-
set of “extreme” categorizers already suffices to compute meaning-
ful semantic relations. More specifically, for each tagt ∈ CTm

1 ,
we computed its most similar tagtsim according to the tag context
relatedness defined in [7]. We then looked up each resulting pair
(t, tsim) in WordNet and measured – whenever botht andtsim were
present — the Jiang-Conrath distanceJCN(t, tsim) between both
words (see Sec. 2.2). After that we took the average JCN distance
of all mapped tag pairs as an indicator of the quality of emergent
semantic structures contained inCFm

1 :

JCNavg(CFm

1 ) =

∑

t∈CTm

1

JCN(t, tsim)

wn_pairs(CTm
1
)

Here,wn_pairs(DTm
1 ) denotes the number of tag pairs(t, tsim)

(i. e., a tag and its most similar tag) for which botht andtsim are
present in WordNet. The corresponding describer partitionDFm

1

was processed in the same manner.
As discussed in Sec. 2.2, we use the Jiang-Conrath distance as

an indicator of the “true” semantic relatedness between tags. How-

ever, in order to avoid the dependency of our results on a sin-
gle measure of semantic similarity, we also measured thetaxo-
nomic path lengthfor each mapped tag pair(t, tsim) between the
two synsetss1 and s2 containingt and tsim, respectively.5 This
measure counts the number of nodes in the WordNet subsumption
hierarchy along the shortest path betweens1 ands2. We noticed
that the judgements of both measures (JCN and taxonomic path
length) were almost perfectly correlated throughout our experimen-
tation; for this reason, we will stick to the JCN distance in the re-
mainder of this paper, because it has been shown to be a better
surrogate for the human perception.

We repeated this overall procedure for each of our measuresm ∈
{orphan,vocab,trr,tpp} and for the following user fractionsi:

i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 24, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90}

As we keep adding users while incrementingi, it is important
to notice that the size of the resulting “sub-folksonomy” isgrowing
towards the size of the full dataset i. e.,DFm

100 = CFm
100 = F . An-

other important aspect is the fact that users are added in descending
order of their membership degree in the respective user class: This
means thatCFm

1 contains usersu who score high on measurem,
while e. g.,CFm

50 contains a more mixed population. “Mixed” in
this context means that there exist users inCFm

50 which are to a
certain degree assumed to exhibit describer characteristics as mea-
sured bym. This implies that the distinction between both user
groups is blurred while incrementingi. In other words, one can
also read these partitions from the other side, namely thatCFm

90

contains all usersexcept10% of the most extreme describers.
So in summary, we created 64 partitions for each of our 4 mea-

sures (32 categorizer + 32 describer), summing up to a total of 256
sub-folksonomies, each being extracted by a different composition
of users according to their tagging characteristics. Before present-
ing our results on the most suitable partitions for extracting seman-
tic tag relations, we discuss upper and lower bounds. As we mea-
sured the quality of an extracted relation between two tagst and
tsim by its Jiang-Conrath distance within WordNet, a lower bound
can be identified by computing the pairwise JCN distance between
all tagst ∈ T and averaging over the minimum distance found for
each tag:

JCNlower(F ) =

∑

t∈T
mintsim∈T JCN(t, tsim)

wn_pairs(T )

As an upper bound we assume that the respective folksonomy
subset does not contain any inherent semantics and hence only ran-
domly related tags are returned by our measure. We simulate this
by defining a random relatedness functionrand(t), which returns a
randomly selected tagtsim ∈ T, tsim ∕= t. The upper bound is then:

JCNupper(F ) =

∑

t∈T
JCN(t, rand(t))

wn_pairs(T )

For the del.icio.us dataset it turned out thatJCNupper ≈ 15.834
andJCNlower ≈ 0.758. Please recall that JCN is a semanticdistance
measure — which means a low JCN distance corresponds to a high
degree of semantic relatedness.

As seen later (cf. Figure 2), none of our experimental conditions
(including the full dataset) came close to the lower bound. There
are (at least) two explanations for this. Firstly, the lowerbound was
determined independently of a sub-folksonomy of the full dataset.
It would be interesting to determine that sub-folksonomy that pro-
vides the optimal average Jiang-Conrath distance. Then onecould
5If t and tsim were present in more than one synset, we took the
shortest possible path.



check how far it is away from this optimum, and one could try to
learn a classifier for this target dataset. Unfortunately, the computa-
tion of this sub-folksonomy requires the consideration of all subsets
of the user setU and is thus computationally unfeasible.

Secondly, WordNet is built by language experts with the goalto
captureall existing senses of a given word. Given two tagst1 and
t2, our JCN implementation searched for the smallest possibledis-
tance betweenany two senses of each tag. By doing so for all pos-
sible pairs of tagst ∈ T , the probability is quite high to find two
quite closely related (or even equal) senses. Contrary to that, the
technophile bias of the user population of del.icio.us leads to some
usage-induced relations which are not reflected well withinWord-
Net; as an example, the most related tag todoom in a folksonomy
subset wasquake, leading to a large JCN distance of≈ 18.08,
while the optimal distance was found betweendoom andwill
with ≈ 1.88. This observation does not invalidate the procedure
of semantic grounding as a whole, because wedo find matching
semantics in both systems. The same approach has also been taken
in previous publications focused on measures for semantic related-
ness [7].

4.2 Results
In Figures 2(a) and 2(b) we present the results of our analysis of

the different sub-folksonomies which were created in each of our
256 experimental conditions.

The horizontal axis displays the percentage of included users;
the vertical axis displays the average JCN distance obtained from
computing semantically related tags based on the respective parti-
tion. The dashed line at the bottom of each figure represents the
level of semantic precision obtained from the full dataset.

A first impression is — in all diagrams, independently of the
selection strategy — that mass matters: the average JCN distance
decreases and hence the results get better while more users are in-
cluded. This equally holds for the random selection strategy (solid
line, +). In other words, the more people contribute to a collabo-
rative tagging system, the higher is the quality of the semantic tag
relations which can be obtained from the folksonomy structure they
produce. This matches the intuition that a sufficient “crowd” is nec-
essary to facilitate the emergence of the “wisdom of the crowds”.

However, the obvious differences between the two Figures 2(a)
and 2(b) suggests that the composition of the crowd also seems to
make a difference: When incrementally adding users orderedfrom
categorizers to describers (starting from the left of Figure 2(a)),
all resulting folksonomy partitions yield systematicallyweaker se-
mantic precisions compared to adding users in random order (solid
line, +). This effect can be observed most clearly for the vocab-
ulary size measurevocab(dotted line,▲), which judges users as
categorizers when the size of their tag vocabulary is small (see
Sec. 3.2.1). Only after the addition of 90 % of all users in this
order, the quality of the inherent semantics are on the same level of
randomly selected 90 %. The other measures — with an exception
of the tags per post ratio (dotted line,∙) which will be discussed
later — show a very similar behavior, namely the tag/resource ratio
(dotted line,■) and the orphan ratio (dotted line,∗).

When incrementally building sub-folksonomies starting from de-
scriber users (Figure 2(b)), we see a completely different picture:
most measures start on the same or even on a slightly higher level of
contained semantics compared to adding users in a random order.
Beginning from roughly 10 % included users, all sub-folksonomies
yield better results than the random case. In addition, after hav-
ing added 40 % of the users in the order of the tag/resource ratio
(dotted line,□), we can even observe a first improvement of the
results compared with the full dataset. This implies that a bit less

Table 3: Statistical properties of selected folksonomy parti-
tions. %t denotes the fraction of the tags from the complete
dataset included in the respective partition; %w denotes the
number of similar tag pairs (t, tsim) found in WordNet for the
respective partition divided by the number of mapped pairs
from the whole dataset. For the entire dataset,∣T ∣ = 9944
and wn_pairs(T ) = 4335.

DF
trr
i

DF
tpp

i
DF

orphan

i
DF

vocab
i

i %t %w %t %w %t %w %t %w
1 0.93 1.03 0.96 1.01 0.97 1.02 0.98 1.04
3 0.96 1.02 0.98 1.02 0.99 1.01 0.99 1.03
5 0.97 1.02 0.99 1.02 0.99 1.02 0.99 1.03
10 0.97 1.03 0.99 1.02 1.00 1.02 0.99 1.01
20 0.98 1.02 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.03 0.99 1.01
50 0.98 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01
70 0.99 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

CF
trr
i

CF
tpp

i
CF

orphan

i
CF

vocab
i

i %t %w %t %w %t %w %t %w
1 0.56 0.48 0.44 0.00 0.48 0.59 0.27 0.18
3 0.86 0.77 0.74 0.23 0.78 0.77 0.59 0.44
5 0.94 0.83 0.87 0.49 0.89 0.88 0.76 0.59
10 0.97 0.90 0.95 0.80 0.95 0.95 0.91 0.78
20 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.88 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.88
50 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.98 1.01 0.98 0.95
70 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98

than the “better half” of the complete folksonomy population pro-
duces equally precise semantic structures compared to the whole
unfiltered “crowd”. This improvement increases and reachesits
maximum after adding 70 % of all users, before it decreases again
to the global level.

Especially for very small partitions (roughly≤ 20 %), users se-
lected in descending order by their vocabulary size yield the best
results (dotted line,△). Interestingly, this effect is inverse when
adding users the other way round (dotted line,▲, in Fig. 2(a)):
Even quite a large number of users with small vocabularies per-
form considerably worse than most other folksonomy partitions.
This means that scale still matters, as the quality almost constantly
increases while adding users; but the “collaborative verbosity” of a
small subset of users with large vocabularies seems to lead to much
richer inherent semantics than the contributions of a larger set of
more “tight-lipped” users.

One could suspect now that this comparison is not completely
fair: Especially when selecting users with small vocabularies, the
question is to which extent semantic relationscanbe present at all
in the data. In other words: If the aggregated small vocabularies
of a subset of categorizers result in a considerably smallerglobal
vocabulary compared to aggregating more verbose users, then the
probability to find semantically close tags would consequently be
much lower. In the worst case, the vocabulary would be so small
that the “right partner” for a given tagdoes not exist.

In order to eliminate this concern, we counted the size of the
collective tag vocabulary for each sub-folksonomy. In addition, we
measured how many tag pairs(t, tsim) could be mapped to Word-
Net during the computation of the JCN distance. By doing thiswe
want to make sure that the average semantic distance is computed
roughly over the same number of tag pairs. Table 3 summarizes
some selected statistics relative to the complete dataset.6

The first observation is that in all partitions based on describers
(upper half of the table) the global vocabulary is almost completely
contained (≥ 93%). For partitions larger than 20 %, this value

6We did not include the statistics for every partition for space rea-
sons; their values can be interpolated from the given examples.
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Figure 2: Average Jiang-Conrath distance between pairs of semantically related tags computed from different folksonomy par-
titions. The partitions were created based on user subsets as determined by different pragmatic measures (orphan ratio,
tag/resource ratio, tags per post, vocabulary size). Each datapoint corresponds to a “sub-folksonomy”CFm

i (a) / DFm
i (b) with

i = 1, 2, . . . , 25, 30, 40, 90 (from left to right in both cases). The x-axis denotes the percentage of all folksonomy users included in
the subset, and the y-axis depicts the quality of the semantic tag relations obtained from the respective partition by means of the
JCN distance. In Figure 2(a), users were added ordered from categorizers to describers, and in Figure 2(b) ordered in thereverse
direction. (Note: Empirical lower-/upper bounds are≈ 0.758/15.83, respectively; cf. Sec. 4.1.2.)

raises to 98 %. The same holds for the fraction of tag pairs mapped
to WordNet. On the first sight, values> 1 might appear counter-
intuitive here. The explanation is the following: It can happen that
for a given tagt that its most similar tagtsim based on the complete
dataset it not present in WordNet, but its most similar tagt′sim based
on a particular partition is contained. A high percentage ofmapped
tags does not imply better semantics per se (as the two mappedtags
can still be semantically distant); but the comparison of different
sub-folksonomies is more meaningful when they both allow for a
roughly equal number of mapped pairs. As expected, the coverage
observed for the describer-based case is not as complete forthe
categorizer-based excerpt: For very small samples, the collective
tag pool is in fact small. However, this effect is mitigated already
for samples of 3 %; and starting from roughly 10-20 % sample size,
a sufficient global vocabulary exists (≈ 97 %). This means that the
comparison in general is performed on a fair basis, because the
underlying vocabulary sizes are comparable.

Our results suggest that sub-folksonomies based on describers
contain more precise inherent semantic structures than partitions
based on categorizers. However, there seems to be a limitation
with this observation: Inspecting the curve for thetpp measure on
the right side of Figure 2(a), one can observe that the most precise
semantic relations among all experimental conditions are found af-
ter the addition of 90 % of the categorizers according to thismea-
sure. As stated above, this partition can also be read from the other
side and corresponds to a removal of 10 % of the most extreme de-
scribers. As thetpp measure captures the average numbers of tags
per post, there seems to be a number of “ultra-taggers” who use a
large number of tags per post (many spammers, typically morethan
9 tags per post in our case) have detrimental effects on the global
tag semantics. In other words, removing these users seems toelim-
inate “semantic noise”, leading to more precise tag semantics.

4.3 Discussion and implications
Recent research demonstrated that the collective output oftag-

ging systems can be used for harvesting emergent semantic struc-

tures from the web [35, 33, 7]. Our results show that the effective-
ness of current semantic measures for tag relatedness are influenced
by factors originating outside of the semantic realm. On small data
samples (up to 40 % of users in our dataset), we have singled out
a group of users (categorizers) that has particularly detrimental ef-
fects on the performance of current semantic measures compared
to random sampling. At the same time, describers (based on the
tags-per-resource measure) consistently outperform random sam-
pling, and can level and even outperform the results achieved on
the entire dataset with as little as 40 % of users. This suggests that
methods for harvestingsemanticsfrom samples of tagging systems
can be made more effective when utilizing knowledge about the
pragmaticsof tagging, considering individual user behavior. For
analysts of small data samples who wish to improve semantic relat-
edness measures, this would mean focusing on those users that use
tagging systems in a verbose ‘Stop Thinking, Start Tagging’fash-
ion. With increasing sample sizes (>50 % of users), we can observe
that adding more categorizers does not produce significantly better
results. However, when adding more describers, we see significant
improvements in performance until we hit an accuracy limit at ap-
proximately 90 % of users. This suggests that rewarding verbose
taggers comes with limitations itself: The most verbose taggers (in
our case: mostly spammers) negatively influence the resultsas well.

The practical implications of our results concern mainly two
questions: (i) What is the minimum amount of users needed to
produce meaningful tag semantics in collaborative taggingsystems
and how can these users be selected? (ii) Does the quality of emerg-
ing tag semantics increase with the available amount of data, or can
it be improved by eliminating “semantic noise”?

A main contribution of our analysis lies in the observation that
tagging pragmatics, i. e., individual tagging characteristics, play
an important role in both cases. The experiments described above
reveal that not all users contribute equally to emerging semantics;
we could show that a relatively small subset of describers yields
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significantly better results than a group of categorizers. Figure 3
summarizes the minimum sizes of the folksonomy partitions iden-
tified by each of our introduced measures necessary to reach the
level of semantic precision for the entire dataset. The white bars
correspond to sampling users ordered from describers to categoriz-
ers (Fig. 2(b)) while the black bars correspond to sampling users
ordered in the opposite direction (Fig. 2(a)). The number ontop of
each bar displays the user fraction needed to reach the global se-
mantic precision; the y-axis depicts the size of the respective sub-
folksonomy relative to the complete one.

In general, most describer-based selection strategies create smaller
folksonomies which produce meaningful semantics. The “small-
est” one consists of 40 % describers according to the trr measure,
responsible for roughly 40 % of all tag assignments. However, the
observation that uncontrolled verbosity is not a good thingis con-
firmed by the fact that removing 30 % of the most extreme de-
scribers according to the tags-per-post measure (rightmost black
bar) also creates a comparatively small and semantically precise
partition. According to Figure 3, two adequate strategies for creat-
ing the smallest possible scaffolding for global tag semantics can
be identified: (1) include roughly half of the users with a high
tag/resource ratio, and (2) remove roughly one third of “ultra-taggers”
identified by a large average number of tags per post.

The next interesting question to ask is whether, and to which
extent we can even infermore precisesemantics when removing
users. Figure 4 displays the obtained semantic precision (y-axis)
plotted against the amount of tag assignments removed when re-
moving users according to different selection strategies.The first
and most simple strategy is to remove the “long tail” of userswith
less than 100 resources in their collection. This already eliminates
roughly 18 % of the data, while interestingly slightly improving the
semantic precision. One cannot conclude from that that the long
tail of users does not contain valuable information at all. But with
regard topopular tags (recall that we restricted our dataset to the
top 10.000 tags), a valid first insight is that the long tail ofinac-
tive users can be discarded during the computation of semantic tag
relations.

As discussed before, our results indicate that categorizers also
have a detrimental effect on the quality of the emerging structures.
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Removing 30 % of them as determined by the tag/resource ratio
leads to a further improvement in semantic precision. The best re-
sult in all of our experimental conditions however was reached by
eliminating 10 % of the extreme describers according to the tags-
per-post measure. Those “hyper-active” users (in our case mostly
spammers as confirmed by manual inspection) generate roughly
40 % of the global amount of tag assignments. Spammers typ-
ically use a large number of semantically disjoint tags to attract
other users and to bias search engines towards their posted URLs.
Unsurprisingly, they are not very helpful for creating meaningful
tag relations. Rather the contrary is the case: we can see in our
results that spammers introduce significant semantic noise— a re-
moval of them leads to an overall improvement in accuracy of the
resulting semantic structures. Turning the tables around,this in-
sight can of course also be useful for spammer detection itself —
but because our dataset does not contain explicit spammer labels
for each user, determining the exact ratio of spammers detected by
each of our pragmatic measures is subject to future work.

4.4 Generalization on other datasets
In order to exclude the possibility that the implications men-

tioned above are influenced by characteristics from the del.icio.us
dataset, we repeated the experimental procedure describedin sec-
tion 4.1.2 on a dataset from January 2010 of our own social book-
marking system BibSonomy7. It contained 17,777 users, 10,000
tags and 4,520,212 resources connected by 34,505,061 TAS. Space
does not permit a detailed presentation of the results; but in general,
all measures exhibited a very similar behavior as observed for the
del.icio.us dataset in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). Especially the practical
implications discussed in Section 4.3 were valid in a nearlyidenti-
cal way for the BibSonomy data: 30% of describers according to
the trr measure were sufficient to reach the semantic precision of
the whole dataset, and removing 20% of describers accordingto
the tpp measure led to the best overall semantics.

5. RELATED WORK
There is series of research discussing folksonomies from a for-

mal [30] and informal [28] perspective. First quantitativeanalysis
7http://www.bibsonomy.org



of folksonomies are provided in [14] and the underlying structure is
analyzed in [8]. Tag-based metrics for resource distance have been
introduced in [6]. [1] gives evidence that social annotations are a
potential source for generating semantic metadata.

Many publications on folksonomies introduce measures for tag
relatedness, e. g., [19, 33]. However, the choice of a specific mea-
sure of relatedness is often made without justification and often it
appears to be rather ad hoc. Which context information captures
the meaning of tags best has been addressed by [38]. Questions
that have not been addressed previously include which userscon-
tribute to what extent to emergent semantics in folksonomies, and
to what extent are tag semantics influenced by tagging pragmatics.
In [7] we performed first analysis on different kinds of relatedness
measures and different types of semantic relationships. Inthe paper
at hand, we investigate different measures to characterizeusers and
their level of contribution to the semantics of a folksonomy. To the
best of our knowledge, no other analysis in the literature addresses
the interrelation between pragmatic aspects of tagging (namely user
characteristics) and their semantic implications for tag relatedness.

[25] generalizes standard tree-based measures of semanticsimi-
larity to the case where documents are classified in the nodesof an
ontology with non-hierarchical components. The measures intro-
duced there were validated by means of a user study. [31] analy-
ses distributional measures of word relatedness and compares them
with measures of semantic relatedness in thesauri like WordNet. In
[26] we provide a systematic analysis of a broad range of similarity
measures that can be applied directly and symmetrically to build
networks of users, tags, or resources and to compute similarities
between these entities.

A task which depends heavily on quantifying tag relatednessis
that of tag recommendation in folksonomies. In the last years, a
lot of research activities can be observed as two ECML PKDD
discovery challenges [20, 11] were based on this topic. Existing
work in general can be broadly divided in approaches that analyze
the content of the tagged resources with information retrieval tech-
niques [4] and approaches that use collaborative filtering methods
based on the folksonomy structure [37]. An example of the latter
class of approaches is [22]. Relatedness measures also playa role
in assisting users who browse the contents of a folksonomy. [3]
shows that navigation in a folksonomy can be enhanced by sug-
gesting tag relations grounded in content-based features.

A considerable number of investigations are motivated by the vi-
sion of “bridging the gap” between the Semantic Web and Web 2.0
by means of ontology-learning procedures based on folksonomy
annotations. [30] provides a model of semantic-social networks
for extracting lightweight ontologies from del.icio.us. Other ap-
proaches for learning taxonomic relations from tags are provided
by [19, 33]. Another branch of research is concerned with theen-
richment of folksonomies by including data from existing semantic
repositories and ontologies [2]. [24] proposes an RDFS model to
formalize the meaning of tags relative to other tags. [15] presents
a generative model for folksonomies and also addresses the learn-
ing of taxonomic relations. [39] applies statistical methods to infer
global semantics from a folksonomy. The results of our paperare
especially relevant to inform the design of such learning methods.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we analyzed the influence of individual tagging

practices in collaborative tagging systems on the emergence of glo-
bal tag semantics. After proposing a number of statistical mea-
sures to assign users to two broad classes of categorizers and de-
scribers, we systematically built folksonomy partitions by incre-

mentally adding users from each class. We then judged the qual-
ity of the emergent semantics contained in each of these “sub-
folksonomies” by means of semantically grounded tag relatedness
measures. Apart from the observation that adding more usersis
beneficial in many — but not all — cases, our results reveal a de-
pendence of the obtained semantic structures on the different parti-
tions. In general, the collaborative verbosity of describers provides
a better basis for harvesting meaningful tag semantics. However,
this observation comes with a limitation: The most verbose taggers
(in our case mostly spammers) negatively influenced semantic ac-
curacy. From a practical perspective, the pragmatic measures can
be used to select a comparatively small subset of users whichpro-
duce tag relations of equal or better quality than the entireset of
users. In addition, the measures can facilitate improvement of the
global semantic precision by eliminating users that introduce “se-
mantic noise”. Experiments with an additional dataset corroborate
the assumption that our findings can be generalized to other collab-
orative tagging systems.

A main implication of our work is the presentation of first empir-
ical evidence for a causal link between the pragmatics of tagging
(individual tagging practices) and the emergent semanticsof tags.
This link is not dependent on our choice for a particular semantic
relatedness measure, because 1) the chosen Jiang-Conrath distance
has been shown to best reflect human judgements of semantic re-
latedness in previous validation studies [5] and 2) our experiments
with alternative measures for semantic relatedness have produced
similar results (cf. section 4.1).

This finding has a number of interesting implications for re-
lated areas of research: 1) While our results focus on semantic
relatedness, it appears plausible that other semantic tasks, such as
hypo/hypernym detection, exhibit similar effects. We argue that a
general link between tagging pragmatics and tag semantics could
yield new ways of thinking and new algorithm designs for learning
ontologies from folksonomies. 2) Current tag recommender algo-
rithms tap into semantic relations between tags in order to recom-
mend tags to users. Our results suggest that knowledge aboutwhy
and how users tag could help to further improve the performance of
tag recommender systems. 3) Utilizing tag recommenders to influ-
ence tagging behavior and to direct the evolution of folksonomies
towards more precise emergent semantics seems to representan ex-
citing and promising area for future work.
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